Introduction
3D video capturing can be realized by various camera systems working on many physical principles. We can observe two paths of development, namely active and passive 3D capturing systems. Active capturing systems utilize the projection of the measurement pattern on a scanned scene which could be in visible light spectrum [1] , [2] , near infrared field [3] or projected by a focused laser spot [4] . In the mostly used passive system, the depth of the pixel is determined from its disparity in a stereo pair. The depth can be also estimated from a multicamera facility [5] , depth field camera [6] or from monoscopic camera auto-focusing parameters [7] .
Regardless the variety of capture systems principles, most of them have a similar output format (2D + a depth map). Based on this output format, it is possible to render more views by Depth Image Based Rendering (DIBR). These views are then compressed by Multiview Video Coding (MVC) and used also in television broadcasting [8] .
Some part of current 3D video shooting systems is based on combinations of more depth acquisition methods, such as Time-of-Flight (TOF) IR camera with a stereo pair, where a depth image is rectified to the color camera images [2] . In some other approaches, the stereo pair is fructified by combining advanced and conventional methods of image segmentation [9] , or more monocular cues are combined to estimate the depth map [10] . Another combination is a profilometry scanning system with two cameras [1] which is a very similar system design as proposed in this paper, but with completely different data processing. The approach proposed in this article was first mentioned in our previous contribution [11] where two possible modifications were outlined.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a new specific capture system for depth map estimation in 3D TV. The idea is based on a combination of the active scanning with a passive method in which depth information is estimated from a stereo pair. A precise 3D model of the scene providing the true depth map was created to demonstrate good accuracy of the proposed system. The relevance of our method is also demonstrated by comparing of the results with a professional (commercial) 3D active system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a brief description of active and passive 3D capturing methods of interest. Section 3 deals with the definition of the theoretical depth accuracy. The proposed algorithm for the depth information synthesis is described in Sec. 4 . Analysis of practical implementations of the proposed method and evaluation of obtained depth maps are presented in Sec. 5 and Sec. 6, respectively. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Current Methods of Depth Map Generation
As mentioned above, there is a huge variety of depth map estimation methods. Before dealing with the proposed combined method, a brief description of existing methods of interest is given in this section, altogether with available technical information about the commercial KinectTM system.
Depth Map Estimation from a Stereo Pair
Most of today's 3D captures systems use a passive method for depth map estimation, based on a stereo pair analysis.
There are mainly two types of this method. Firstly, classic and older approaches are referred to as area-based methods [4] . In most cases, well-matched camera parameters are assumed, namely focal length, depth of field and resolution. The description of epipolar geometrical parameters is epitomized in a fundamental matrix to be found. Then rectification [3] is performed, meaning transformation of input stereo pair images is carried out so that epipolar lines of output images correspond with the same image rows. After that the corresponding points are sought for just along these lines. The basic algorithms for Disparity Space Imaging (DSI) are Sum of Squared Differences (SSD), Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD) and Normalized Cross Correlation (NCC) [4] .
The second category consists of feature-based methods. They can find corresponding points within the whole images of the stereo pair. The Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) or Speeded Up Robust Feature (SURF) are algorithms which assign a descriptor of each characteristic pixel. Correspondent points are then found at the base of this description [4] .
Problems occur when objects of the scene have a large monochromatic surface, and thus characteristic points cannot be identified in order to find the correspondences. A similar situation can happen when the surface of the photographed object has a fine periodical structure in the horizontal direction. Although the algorithms for depth estimation are "best effort", meaning they choose the most probable variant of the depth map, an inaccuracy or error cannot be detected or reduced.
Profilometry Scanning
Profilometry is a very common method for accurate surface topography measurement. It can use coherent light, but in macroscopic scanning systems, incoherent methods (such as Fourier's profilometry, phase-shifting profilometry or moiré topography) are usually used.
In this work, the phase shifting profilometry is used because it is very easy to implement [12] , [13] . It should be noted that in the case of the profilometry ideal functionality, it is not important which implementation is applied for our purposes.
Incoherent methods are based on triangulation of a measured system. On its way from the source to the detector, reflection of a particular ray from the measured surface takes single valued information about the depth. The intensity of each ray (pixel) is modulated by a sample of the sine pattern which is projected to the scene. The pattern is phase-shifted in time. This basic principle also yields an advantage which is utilized in the proposed method. In case of a continuous surface, profilometry provides continuous information about the depth, meaning the depth value for each visible pixel [14] .
Professional Active Scanning System
To show practical usability of the designed system, described in Sec. 4, it is useful to put its parameters into context with a commercial solution. For comparison, the commercial Kinect device with depth sensors by PrimeSense was used. Unfortunately, producers have not published details, but experimentally obtained parameters can be found in the report [15] .
The sensor combines two methods of active scanning: a structural light analysis and a depth from focus. The first one is a triangulation method as well as profilometry is. Nevertheless, the classical profilometry approach codes information by a specific pattern to identify the position of each projected scanning point. Kinect structures infrared light to speckles of points which are randomly spread. The information about correspondence between projected and observed light spots has to be added another way.
Depth from focus is one of classical monocular cues of depth which rates blurring of an image, projected beside the focus plane [16] . The producer PrimeSense uses astigmatic lenses for structure light projection. This solution is based on the changing of geometrical parameters of projected spots along the depth dimension. The combination of mentioned methods joins high accuracy of structural light scanning in a continuous surface of scanned objects with a robust approach to the detection of their mutual position.
Theoretical Achievable Accuracy of the Described Methods
In this section, first, the term of the depth map accuracy is defined. Then the interval of depth values, to which the true depth value of a particular pixel belongs, is mentioned. In this section, attention is focused on the accuracy of the depth estimation of individual pixels disregarding specific depth profile of the scene as a whole. An example of particular depth maps obtained by various methods is discussed in the following section.
Depth Obtained from a Stereo Pair
In the following explanation, the passive method with full-pixel accuracy is assumed. In modern algorithms using n-sub-pixels accuracy [17] , final depth error intervals could be reduced n-times. Figure 1 shows the corresponding pixel P which is viewed by the left and right camera. Both cameras have finite horizontal resolution h r . Transformation of pixel´s width to the y-depth object (plane) is d p . It can be seen that the real corresponding point, which is sampled as pixel P, could lie in the y interval. The formula for the width of the pixel d p at particular depth y is obvious:
Inner parameters of the cameras and their parallel optical axes are assumed to match perfectly.
Geometrical parameters such as cameras' stereo base d, horizontal viewing angle  and depth value y are defined (see Fig. 1 ). Then the depth uncertainty y could be calculated as follows:
The practical graphical interpretation of the previous equations is presented in 
Depth from Profilometry
Profilometry scanning with sine phase shifted sets of patterns is quite a simple method which has an essential disadvantage, embedded ambiguity of depth, compared to alternative pattern. Figure 3 demonstrates the mentioned problem. Black lines illustrate light rays for a particular phase of the projected pattern. From the camera point of view it is not possible to distinguish from which of the green planes the light has been reflected. Examples of four planes are depicted in Fig. 3 . Their distance corresponds to the period of the projected pattern. In other words, periodicity of the projected pattern results in the depth ambiguity: the same depth information is assigned to objects at a particular distance y and also (y -l).
The function (3) maps phase shift  between the measurement pattern projected on the reference plane and the pattern projected on the observed surface, to the distance h between the reference plane and the observed surface 2 tan
For the phase shift  equal to 2kk  , the following formula expresses the dependency of the depth ambiguity interval l on the parameters of the profilometry capture system, i.e. the period of the measurement pattern p, the distance of the camera and the projector focal points d´, and the distance between the camera and the reference plane l:
(4) Figure 4 shows this dependence for l = 2 m and p = 110 -2 m. 
Professional Solution Application
The analysis of Kinect parameters is not explicit because the depth range, linearity and resolution could be influenced by specific software variant, even if the same hardware is used. The hardware specifications [15] , [18] define the sensor's nominal depth range from 0.8 m to 3.5 m. However, from the practical application, it is obvious that the sensor works from 0.5 m up to 15 m in specific conditions [18] . The same problem is with the depth resolution which is declared as 1 cm in a 2 m distance.
The depth quantization step q has been found in [15] :
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The quantization step is a parameter which is comparable with the depth uncertainty y, in the case of the depth from a stereo pair. The theoretical accuracies of the mentioned methods are compared in Fig. 5 .
The Proposed Procedure: Combination of Two Methods
This section describes the implementation of the proposed combined system. The basic idea is based on combination of the two above mentioned methods. The static scene is captured by using of each of them and the information is combined to improve the relevance of the final depth map. All the objects are assumed to be illuminated both by the ambient light and the measurement pattern.
A flowchart of the proposed procedure is given in Fig. 6 . Phase unwrapping is the most difficult step in active scanning method. The output from the block "Calculation of wrapped phase" is the phase structure within the range - to , in which wraps (rapid phase shifting by ) occur. We adopt the method Unwrapping via Graph [14] for unwrapping. However, the algorithm failed because a rapid change of phase occurs in the shadow region too often. Therefore, first, shadows must be detected and their influence eliminated.
Shadow Detection
For the shadow detection a formerly presented algorithm is used [19] . Its flow chart is shown in Fig. 7 . The input "Stereo depth map" has information about topography obtained from the stereo pair and 2D image of the captured scene.
In L × a × b space the background of the scene is thresholded and Suspicions for shadow (S_S) are found. The shadows are than excluded in areas of objects. Suspicions for objects (S_O) are detected from the smoothed depth map.
In the next step, data from both images (S_O, S_S) are combined. The basic assumption says that a pixel cannot be simultaneously included to the foreground and to the shadow because no of the objects is hidden in a shadow. In accordance with this assumption, the assignment of each pixel to shadow region is confirmed as expressed by the following pseudo-code: 
Combination of Depth Maps
The main part of the proposed procedure consists in the combining of the two obtained depth maps. Inputs to this algorithm are the depth map achieved by the stereo method, the depth map obtained by the phase shifting profilometry, the shadow map and the original image of the scene.
The process of the combination is based on the properties of each depth map. The stereo depth map provides good information about mutual positions of objects, but the profile of each object is inaccurate. On the contrary, the profilometrical depth map has a precise profile of each object but does not provide the relationship among the positions of the objects. Therefore, it is needed to obtain the profile of each object from the profilometrical depth map and to transform it to the range given by the stereo map.
Firstly, individual objects in the image must be found. For this purpose, the shadow map and the profilometrical depth map will be used. This step is based on the assumption that an object belongs to the foreground, hence its values of the depth map will be high. Concurrently, objects are assumed not stay in the shadow. In consequence, we use the following condition:
The pixel which satisfies this condition belongs to the object and its value in the new matrix Object is logic 1.
In the following step, objects are classified. The registration of an image means that for each object, linking pixels are defined. As a result, the matrix Class_objects (1920 × 1080) is obtained whose elements are integers i = 1,2,…, n defining the assignment of each pixel to one of n registered objects. In the next step, the range of the depth of each object is found. All the pixels belonging to the object are sorted according to their depth. Subsequently, the upper and lower threshold (th low , th up ) are determined as values corresponding to 95 and 5 percent of the depth of the object. This way, the range of depth of each object in the stereo depth map is obtained. This range is used as the range of object's depth in the final depth map DM. The minimum and maximum depths of each object in the profilometrical depth map are also found (min, max). Thus, each of n different objects is characterized by parameters (th low , th up, max, min). Then, the profilometrical depth map DM prof is transformed separately for each object as follows:
Implementations and Verification of the Idea
To verify the depth map accuracy improvement, a laboratory setup was prepared. Positions of three simple geometrical objects (two cylinders made of paper, one sphere The photo of the scanning equipment is taken in from a perspective of 3D scene (see Fig. 9 ). Starting from the right, a projector for sinusoidal pattern projection, a stereoscopic camera with a reduced stereo base, an active camera Kinect and finally, a PC to record and process the captured signals can be seen.
One of possible principles of combining the two scanning methods is plotted in Fig. 10 . The DLP data projector, which projects a measurement pattern by unpolarized light, is complemented with a linear polarizing filter. This filter is oriented vertically. Besides the projector, the scene is illuminated by another source of light (a spotlight). The second polarization filter with horizontal polarization is added to the left objective of the stereo camera.
To actively scan and to record a stereo pair simultaneously, the measurement pattern can be projected by the projector and captured by the right camera, in which the light intensity of this pattern is added to the background intensity of the spotlight. The left camera then captures just the pattern. During profilometry scanning, by using a signal processing, it is possible to separate the measurement pattern from ambient light. This filtered image forms the second image of the stereo pair. This system of measurement pattern separation has been tested and works fairly for metal objects or with metalized surfaces. However, most of dielectric surfaces do not retain polarization of the reflected light.
A wider practical application of such a system could be expected with near-infrared light (NIR) projection. The NIR projector, nowadays quite available, produces the measurement pattern. Its reflection from scanned objects with added ambient visible light is captured by the right camera. The left camera has an IR filter installed to be insensitive to the measurement pattern. The main motivation for the described methods of measurement pattern separation is movement in the scene. For static scenes, time multiplex can be sufficient for separation of the measurement pattern and the image itself. In such a way, the results presented below have been collected.
The True Depth Map
Comparison of the results of the proposed combined method and the results of individual sub-methods is described in the following. For rating the efficiency of the new method, the true (exact) depth map is needed.
For this purpose, an experimental scene has been designed and its accurate 3D model (with potential deviation less than 0.05%) has been prepared in MATLAB. Based on known intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the real camera, perspective projection on Camera 1 sensor plane has been computed (Fig. 11 a) . The true depth map (Fig. 12 a) has been also calculated from the precise 3D model, as the distance of the modeled object surface to the virtual camera's focal plane. The achievable accuracy of the 3D model and the true depth map derived from it is the main reason why quite a simple scene has been chosen for this experiment.
Metrics for Depth Map Error Estimation
In general, the depth map is a function which maps the pixels of the image into a 3D surface (generally discontinuous):
where R is the space in the coordinate system of the original image, where the original image and also the depth map are placed. Output values of the function are depth values for a particular camera setup. These values should be in units of length, expressing the distance from the camera focus plane orthogonally to the mapped point on the object surface. This particular depth map is referred to as absolute values (DM A ). For later processing (e.g. compression, etc.) and TV broadcasting, it is not important to preserve the information about absolute depth and scale. All of the following realizations with arbitrary real coefficients a, b can be considered as true depth maps:
where DM R is depth map in relative scale.
The proposed method has inbuilt segmentation to n blocks with continuous surface (objects, see Sec. 4.2) and background R R .
Profilometry scanning provides a set of depth maps of each object surface DM i while coefficients a i , b i are obtained from information provided by the conventional depth map estimator (from stereo pairs)
The resulting map combines information from two methods and their inaccuracies influence the final values. The described combination of the methods assumes the condition f 1 = f 2 = … = f n = f true , where functions f 1 … f n are just windowed parts (for sets R 1 ,…,R n ) of the true depth map mapping function f true . The error of this assumption is caused by the error from profilometry scanning. The second source of the error is a premise that the stereo pair matching provides true information about minimum and maximum depth value for each object even if it does not have enough information about the surface. As shown further, this claim is not true, because both sets of coefficients (a i , b i , i = 1,2,…,n) are set at the base of inexact prerequisite. Both errors are multiplied, which is one of the disadvantages of the proposed combination of methods, (Sec. 4).
We have used two objective methods for depth map evaluation. An objective method means that the influence of incorrectness in the depth map on the stereo/multi-view Quality of Experience (QoE) was not determined. In the first method, the mean values of depth for each segment R i in the evaluated depth map are compared with the true depth map. In the second method, the minimum mean square error (MMSE) between the evaluated depth map (DM E ) and the true one (DM T ) is found as follows: The differences (MSE) between DM E and DM T on sets of object surface points (excluding background) are calculated. Symbol |.| means cardinality of a (countable) set. Coefficients a, b represent multiplicative, respectively additive parameters from both depth maps. The MMSE is then the global minimum of the function MSE(a, b).
Alternative Finding of Mean Depth Value
The proposed system for depth map generation, as described above, is very sensitive to the accuracy of each object's extreme depth map values.
The first improvement which can suppress this drawback is the usage of 5% and 95% quantiles of depth values distribution for (a i , b i , i = 1,2,…,n) calculation (10), instead of negative, respectively positive peak value. This approach filters extreme values which can occur due to noise on edges or by inaccurate object segmentation.
If the camera and the projector are focused to infinity (see Fig. 3 ), the multiplicative factors of the depth map's segments can be assumed to be the same for all sets R i in profilometry scanning, i.e. a 1 = a 2 =… = a n . Then there is no need to search for multiplicative factors and only additive factors b i need to be found from mean depth values. In this case, errors surely increase with decreasing focal lengths and also with differences in b i .
The experiments have shown that better data on mean depth are needed than those provided by the conventional implementation of depth from stereo pair matching (by SW Triaxes Stereo Tracker [20] , [21] , Fig. 12 c) . That's why horizontal parallax of corresponding points has been used to estimate mean values of depths. Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) is the known method which provides 128-dimension features for specific image points. These features are invariant or "almost" invariant to many image geometrical transformations and they are also useable for finding corresponding points in a stereo pair.
In this work, the implementation from the free MATLAB toolbox, described in [20] was used. The corresponding points of both halves of the stereo pair, laying on the object's surface and simultaneously having high probability of correspondence, are shown in Fig. 11 d) .
Comparison of Various Methods for Depth Map Generation
Examples of the resulting depth maps can be seen in Fig. 12 . As mentioned above, the first map (Fig. 12 a) is the true depth map which has been computed as the perspective projection of a 3D model (Sec. 5.1). professional device Kinect. This depth sensor maps a 16-bit dynamical range of depth to three 8-bit color components. For further processing, only 3 parts of a dynamic range are used wherein surfaces of objects lay.
The depth map from the stereo pair matching (provided by SW Triaxes Stereo Tracker [20] , [21] ) is shown in Fig. 12 c) . The figure illustrates shortcomings of this sub-method with estimating depth caused by problems with finding correspondences. The obtained values are acceptable around edges, but the algorithm obviously fails in almost all monochromatic areas. Unfortunately, this failure is not cured by the combination with profilometry scanning and the error of the passive method manifests also in the final depth map. The result affected by these dynamic range errors can be observed in Fig. 12 d) . As depicted in Fig. 12 e) , much better depth map is obtained if profilometry scanning is combined with parallaxes from SIFT. The corresponding points have been chosen from SIFT significant points at the base of three parameters. Firstly, the pairs with minimal Euclidean distance of their SIFT feature values have been chosen as corresponding points. Secondly, the corresponding points have been chosen according to the fact that they have to belong to the same set R i , and thirdly, according to the fact that straight lines for all corresponding points' pairs should be parallel (in the case of rectified images they are parallel and exactly horizontal). 
Relative mean values of depth for 3 objects in the depth map

Final Score
In this subsection, the benefits of the proposed system are demonstrated by comparing its results with those of individual methods. Furthermore, we also show competitiveness with the commercial depth sensor Kinect. Table 1 compares the ratio among mean depths of three scanned objects R 1÷3 (colored by red, green and cyan in the 3D model image, shown in Fig. 11 a,b) . The biggest deviation from the true depth map can be observed if the commercial implementation of stereo pair matching provided by SW Triaxes Stereo Tracker [20] , [21] is applied. The algorithm is not suitable even to order objects correctly. The Kinect device also has a problem with this basic task. This is due to the intentional setting for scanning within a very small part of its dynamic range. However, it has to be mentioned that there is less error compared to the map from a stereo pair. It is predictable that the proposed combination of depth from stereo pairs with profilometry suffers from the same problem. The results from the parallax of corresponding points provided by SIFT with subpixel accuracy are presented in the last row of Tab. 1. These results are the best estimation of mean depth of objects from the tested primary methods. Table 2 sums up the MMSE values of the particular depth maps relative to the true one. The first and second rows are calculated from the maps resulting from the stereo pair matching and Kinect. The last three rows represent errors in the case of depth map combinations. Ideal mapping of the depth maps of segments obtained from profilometry scanning to the true depth dynamical range is performed and described by the error value in the third row. This value also determines the minimum achievable error of our setting of the profilometry scanning system. The fourth line of Tab. 2 gives the results obtained from the original version of the proposed method (Sec. 4) combining the commercial implementation of stereo pair matching provided by SW Triaxes Stereo Tracker [20] , [21] with profilomery scanning. As explained above, this combination suffers from vague inputs resulting from stereo pair matching. The last value in the fifth row of Tab. 2 refers to an alternative source of mean depth value obtained by SIFT (see Sec. 5.3). This result is obviously the best and demonstrates the contribution of the proposed combination of individual sub-methods, introduced in this paper.
Conclusion and Future Work
This paper, in detail, describes the combination of two depth map constructing methods and compares this combination with the results of the commercial depth sensor Kinect. Our method has been tested in a laboratory environment to prove better results than partial methods and the competitiveness with a contemporary depth camera. From various scanned scenes, a simple one has been chosen to demonstrate the obtained results, to compare them mutually and also with exactly defined real data. A significant improvement has been achieved by the proposed combination of the profilometry scanning with the stereo pair matching with SIFT.
In our future works, we would like to modify system parameters for instances with movement within the scene and a moving camera. For dynamic scenes, the time multiplex of the depth scanning method should be replaced by a different mentioned multiplexing method. Near infrared projection of a measurement pattern seems to be promising. It also solves the problem with ambient light conditions and shifts the proposed combined method from the laboratory to the practical usage. It could work sufficiently almost in the whole dynamic range of used cameras.
Nevertheless, in practice, a price of a device would definitely be an important aspect. So, to avoid utilization of the NIR projector, the system with dichroic filters in visible light range could be tested to separate measurement patterns from ambient light. Maybe, also time-multiplexed scanning methods could be further used even in scenes with moving objects or cameras, if the scanning rate is increased sufficiently. Anyway, further analyses, computations and testing are planned to refine the proposed com-bined method of depth map estimation, to adapt it to moving scenes, to judge its feasibility, its advantages and drawbacks under various conditions, and last but not least to take into account possible economical aspects of its practical applicability.
